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ABSTRACT
Lock-based data structures have some potential issues such as dead-
lock, livelock, and priority inversion, and the progress can be de-
layed indefinitely if the thread that is holding locks cannot acquire
a timeslice from the scheduler. Lock-free data structures, which
guarantees the progress of some method call, can be used to avoid
these problems. This poster introduces the first lock-free concur-
rent van Emde Boas Array which is a variant of van Emde Boas
Tree. It’s linearizable and the benchmark shows significant per-
formance improvement comparing to other lock-free search trees
when the date set is large and dense enough.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces the first lock-free concurrent van Emde Boas
Array which is a variant of van Emde Boas Tree (vEB tree). It’s lin-
earizable and the benchmark shows significant performance im-
provement comparing to other lock-free search trees when the
date set is large and dense enough.

Although van Emde Boas tree is not considered to be practical
before [3], it still can outperform traditional search trees in many
situations, and there is no lock-free concurrent implementation yet.
Thus it has been chosen as the base structure of this study.
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To unleash the power of modern multi-core processors, concur-
rent data structures are needed in many cases. Comparing to lock-
based data structures, lock-free data structures can avoid some po-
tential issues such as deadlock, livelock, and priority inversion, and
guarantees the progress [5].

2 OBJECTIVES
• Create a lock-free search tree based on van Emde Boas Tree.
• Get better performance and scalability.
• Linearizability, i.e., each method call should appear to take
effect at some instant between its invocation and response
[5].

3 RELATEDWORK
The base of our data structure is van Emde Boas Tree, which is
named after P. van Emde Boas, the inventor of this data structure
[7]. vEB tree use some bits from the key as index, and combined
with a recursive structure to achieveO(log logu) time complexity
(u is the upper bound of element key). K. Kułakowski [6] intro-
duced the first lock-based concurrent vEB array, a vEB tree with
fixed degree and use bit vector to mark non-empty sub-trees.

The common practice of implementing lock-free data structures
is to make threads cooperate with each other. This idea is intro-
duced by G. Barnes [2]. By describing and storing exactly what a
thread is doing, other threads can help it to finish its work. Our
implementation also uses this technique.

Additionalmemory required by the cooperate technique is reused
to avoid the large amount of memory allocation and release, simi-
lar to the method described by M. Arbel-Raviv and T. Brown [1].

4 STRUCTURE
The original plan was to implement a van Emde Boas Tree by ef-
fectively using the cooperate technique as locks. However, a vEB
tree stores maximum and minimum elements on the root node of
each sub-tree, which create a severe scalability bottleneck. Thus,
we choose to not store the maximum and minimum element on
each node, and use a fixed degree (64 on modern 64bit CPUs) for
every node, then use a bit vector summary to store whether the
corresponding sub-tree is empty or not. In this way, operations
about finding the first and last nonempty sub-tree, finding the pre-
vious and next nonempty sub-tree, mark a sub-tree to empty or
non-empty can be done by only a single instruction.

For better performance and scalability, in our definition the sum-
mary and cluster are not strictly related, i.e. when the summary
shows the sub-tree is non-empty, it may be actually empty, but
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vEB(2)

summary 1 1 0 ... 0 

cluster 0 1 2 ... 6 3

{1, 2, 65, 4098}

vEB(1)

summary 1 1 0 ... 0 

cluster 0 1 2 ... 6 3

{1, 2, 65}

vEB(1)

summary 1 0 0 ... 0 

cluster 0 1 2 ... 63

{2}

vEB(0)

summary 0 1 1 ... 0 

data 0 1 2 ... 6 3

{1, 2}

vEB(0)

summary 0 1 0 ... 0 

data 0 1 2 ... 6 3

{1}

vEB(0)

summary 0 0 1 ... 0 

data 0 1 2 ... 63

{2}

409810=000001 000000 0000102

Figure 1: A vEB array that stores 1, 2, 65 and 4098. The color
shows the bits that are used to index at each level.

when the sub-tree is non-empty, the summary will always show
the right information.

5 OPERATION
Search is the simplest one. As the graph brove shows, once

the entire structure is allocated, the memory address of each
element can be determined, all it needs to do is to locate 3
elements on 3 arrays and return the data. Search operation
is wait-free.

Minimum and Maximum will recursively return the mini-
mum and maximum element of the first and last non-empty
sub-tree, and help the unfinished insert operation on the ex-
ecution path.

Predecessor and Successor can be done by finding the pre-
decessor (successor) in the same cluster and previous (next)
non-empty cluster, then return the larger (smaller) one.

Insert Insert operation will put a descriptor on the first node
that it shouldmodify to effectively lock the entire path of the
modification. Then help itself to finish the work by execute
CAS operations stored in the descriptor.

1 bool insert(x) {
2 if (not leaf) {
3 do {
4 start_over:
5 summary_snap = summary;
6 if (summary_snap & (1 << HIGH(x)))
7 if (cluster[HIGH(x)]. insert(LOW(x)))
8 return true;
9 else
10 goto start_over;
11 if (needs_help(summary_snap)) {
12 help(summary_snap);
13 goto start_over;
14 }
15 if (empty(summary_snap) && not root)
16 return false;
17 new_summary= create_descriptor () | (1 << HIGH(x));
18 if (! cluster[HIGH(x)]. insert_append(LOW(x)))
19 goto start_over;
20 descriptor_append (&summary , new_summary ,

NOHELP(new_summary));
21 } while (!CAS(&summary , summary_snap , new_summary));
22 help(new_summary);
23 return true;
24 } else { ... }
25 }

Firstly, a snapshot of summary (combined with a version
number and descriptormarker as int128) is taken, and checked
if modification is needed on the current level (line 5-10). If
no modification is needed, it will insert the lower bits (e.g.

cyan and blue part in Fig.1) recursively into its sub-tree. Oth-
erwise, it will try to help other threads and check if the cur-
rent insertion is legal (line 11-16). Next, a descriptor will be
created, and the remaining CAS operation that is needed to
perform on the sub-tree is added by insert_append. Finally,
a CAS operation is performed to put the descriptor on the
current node and also mark the corresponding summary bit.

1 bool insert_append(x) {
2 summary_snap = summary;
3 while (needs_help(summary_snap)) {
4 help(summary_snap);
5 summary_snap = summary;
6 }
7 if (not empty(summary_snap))
8 return false;
9 descriptor_append (&summary , summary_snap , summary_snap |

1 << HIGH(x));
10 if (not leaf) {
11 return cluster[HIGH(x)]. insert_append(LOW(x));
12 } else {
13 descriptor_append (&data[key], data[key], new_value);
14 return true;
15 }
16 }

insert_append just recursively append remaining CAS oper-
ations into the descriptor. Since this operation is performed
on an empty sub-tree, as long as the root of this sub-tree
don’t change, all the nodes on this sub-tree will not change.

Delete starts from the bottom to top basically by performing
DCSS (Double Compare Single Swap) step by step.

6 RESULT
We compared the thoughput of our implementation with the lock-
free binary search tree and skip-lists implemented by K. Fraser [4].

Benchmark Environment
• Intel Xeon E7-8890 v4 @ 2.2GHz
• 32GB DDR4 2133MHz
• qemu-kvm 0.12.1.2-2.506.el6_10.1
• Kernel 5.1.15-300.fc30.x86_64
• GCC 9.1.1 20190503 with flag -O3 -march=native
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Figure 2: Search with different data size and thread number
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Figure 3: Insert with different data size and thread number
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